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Rediteq Ltd.’s Sopro Online Now Available in the Microsoft Azure 

Marketplace 

Microsoft Azure customers worldwide now gain access to Sopro Online competence 

development software to take advantage of the scalability, reliability, and agility of 

Microsoft Azure to drive application development and shape business strategies. 

TURKU, Finland — September 11, 2018 — Rediteq Ltd. announced today the 

availability of Sopro Online in the Microsoft Azure Marketplace, an online store 

providing applications and services for use on Microsoft Azure. Rediteq customers can 

now take advantage of the scalability, high availability, and security of Azure, with 

streamlined deployment and management. 

Petri Huttunen, CEO, Rediteq Ltd., said, “We are happy to announce learning platform 

support for Azure Active Directory and H5P, which makes H5P available on the 

Microsoft platform for Azure AD users.” Support for Azure AD makes the system 

available for Microsoft cloud users using their existing credentials. 

 

With Azure AD support, users of Office 365, Dynamics CRM Online, or Azure can 

easily take advantage of the modern Sopro Online mobile learning platform. Users can 

be imported directly from Azure and connected to their existing credentials. Using 

Office 365 offers a solid base to create and distribute learning materials, but a giant step 

forward can be taken by making use of interactive HTML5 learning material with H5P, 

integrated into Sopro Online. This material can be created by you or obtained online. 

H5P is based on open- source code and is mobile-friendly, offering tens of different 

content types and new ones being developed regularly. H5P has been growing in 

popularity and adoption rates on Moodle, WordPress, and Drupal platforms. With 

extended support for the Microsoft platform, H5P will also continue its growth among 

Microsoft users. 

Sajan Parihar, Director, Microsoft Azure Platform at Microsoft Corp., said, “We’re 

excited to welcome Rediteq and Sopro Online to the Microsoft Azure Marketplace, 

which gives our partners great exposure to cloud customers around the globe. Azure 

Marketplace offers world-class quality experiences from global trusted partners with 

solutions tested to work seamlessly with Azure.” 

The Azure Marketplace is an online market for buying and selling finished Software-as-

a-Service (SaaS) applications and premium datasets. The Azure Marketplace helps 

connect companies seeking innovative, cloud-based solutions with partners who have 

developed solutions that are ready to use. 



Take a Test Drive of Sopro Online today at Rediteq’s page in the Azure Marketplace. 

Rediteq Ltd., established in 1991, is a Finnish software company focused on 

learning and competence management systems. Our company has a versatile 

product portfolio for companies and institutes. 
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